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Craig Groeschel, founder of LifeChurch.tv (Edmond, OK), witnessed a powerful presence from God

that he calls It at work in many churches. What is this transformational force? How can you and your

ministry getÃ¢â‚¬â€•and keepÃ¢â‚¬â€•It? Combining in-your-face honesty with off-the-wall humor,

this lively book tells how any believer can obtain It. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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This is a motivational book about leadership and development in the church. The author is Craig

Groeschel who planted the LifeChurch.TV. This was an successful plant in the Oklahoma City area.

He is more of an emergent church leader and author. The book does not bring new insights into

church leadership but the book does provide overwhelming motivation to reach out into the world for

Christ. The book provides some practical reminders of the need for team work, humility, vision, trust,

and passion for Christ. The book is a easy read which will motive the reader during some down time

in the day. The stories in the book are excellent and Craig is honest in his approach to ministry. He

talks about the ups and downs of leading a congregation. His book "Confessions of a Pastors" was

excellent too. This book will provide the discouraged preacher some encouragement to continue to

be aggressive in reaching souls within the community. For light read, during a dark week, this book

will help. And maybe at the end of the book you will discover what "IT" real is.



Craig is such an awesome Christian, and an honest to goodness funny interesting, and

introspective writer. I think this book would be good for you as a leader in any are church or not.

Craig tells you how to have IT, and you can have IT in the secular world as well as the church world.

this is a must read.

It is an amazing book with ideas and creativity that makes your mind spin with new thoughts about

how to do ministry more effectively.May God help us all to have "It"!Pierre

Eadewww.christiangrowthnetwork.com

I have read a couple books by Craig Groeschel: "Weird" and "The Christian Atheist". I really enjoyed

both books. "It" is okay, but this book never really says anything definitive. It makes a bunch of great

observations. I am looking, however, for some concrete lessons that I can take back to my church

and really use to grow our ministry. I will keep thinking on the points it does make, and perhaps I will

be struck with an absolutely brilliant idea that transforms our small, aging congregation into

something much more vibrant than what we have today.

This book nails "it." It clearly explains why a few churches and leaders succeed while many do not.

This is a must read for church leaders and Christians who want to experience what it takes to be

part of a flourishing New Testament church. This book details what God expects of His people.

This book is about the struggles of our lives. Most of them in ministry terms, but also in our personal

lives. And, as I wrote in the headline, it's not about us at all. To have IT is to live totally for God. But

it is not as hard as it sounds. Craig gives great examples and stories to explain it all.The book is

very easy to read, and the topic is urgent. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll get it.

This book is for everyone, not just church leaders. Craig Groeschel bares his heart and soul to help

the reader find IT, that intangible quality that spurs us on to help build God's Kingdom one person at

a time. Have you been ruined? Do you need to be healed? You will find some answers here.

"It" is what we all long for, "It" is what we need, "It" is what we want, "It" is what everyone is looking

for. Craig Groeschel has illustrated in his book how life should be so much better if we only had

what it takes, "It". So many organizations exist for the mediocre, just making things comfortable for



the usual crowd. In order to have "it" we must first be willing to live outside our comfort zone full of

passion for what we believe to be true. If you want your organization to have success, If you want to

live an abundant life, If you want to live life with purpose, Craig's book provides some basic

principals that if embraced will leave you excited and wanting to achieve greatness.
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